Complement clauses: syntax and acquisition

Anfiteatro IV, Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa

June 18th

10h - Alain Rouveret, *Faire-causatives in French: argument licensing and the theory of locality*

11h – Anabela Gonçalves, Ana Lúcia Santos, Victor Justino, Inês Duarte, *The acquisition of infinitival complements to causative verbs in Mozambican Portuguese*

11h-30m – break

12h - Ana Maria Madeira, *Inflected Infinitives in L2 Portuguese*

12h30m - Celina Agostinho, *Acquisition of Control in European Portuguese*

13h LUNCH

14h30m - Nina Hyams, *Syntactic and semantic factors in the acquisition of raising constructions*

15h30m - Alexandrina Martins, Ana Lúcia Santos, Inês Duarte, *Control in children with Autism Spectrum Disorder and Specific Language Impairment*

16h - Ana Maria Martins, *Infinitival complements of causative/perception verbs in a diachronic perspective*

June 19th

10h - Pilar Barbosa, *pro as a minimal NP: towards a unified approach to prodrop*

11h – Carolina Silva, *How Portuguese children interpret subject pronouns in complement clauses: effects of mood selection and linear intervention*

11h-30m – break

12h – Rui Marques, *Subjunctive and Subject Obviation in Portuguese*

12h30m – Alice de Jesus, *The acquisition of mood in complement clauses: epistemicity and veridicality*

13h LUNCH

14h30m – Cristina Flores, A. L. Santos, R. Marques, A. Jesus, *Input effects in the acquisition of mood*

15h - Oana Lungu, Rui Marques, Ana Lúcia Santos, Alice Jesus, *Simultaneous interpretations of complement clauses in European Portuguese child language*